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ESPN Films Volume II

ESPN Films was established in order to 
commemorate ESPN’s 30th anniversary by 
producing 30 � lms from some of today’s � nest 
directors. Each � lmmaker brought their passion and 
personal point of view to each � lm, detailing the 
issues, trends, athletes, teams, rivalries, games and 

events that transformed the sports landscape from 
1979 to 2009, and now beyond.

Showing their commitment to the ESPN Films 
brand, a number of award-winning Director’s 
return to ESPN Films for the second volume.

Programming:
26 � lms of 60 – 120 mins

Additional � lms due in 
October 2014 

Available: Now

Delivery: Available in HD

Please note all titles are subject to various rights & clearance restrictions.

For more information email charlie.webster@espn.com

Due to the unprecedented success of 30 for 30: Volume I, 
ESPN is proud to present the second volume of this widely 
acclaimed series.
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Catching Hell, 60 mins (Basketball)

With � ve outs remaining in Game 6 of the 2003 NLCS, a foul ball descended from 
the Chicago sky, destined for the glove of Cubs left � elder Moises Alou. But a 
� urry of hands reached up and one hand, belonging to Cubs fan Steve Bartman, 
fatefully tipped the ball away from Alou. Academy Award-winning � lmmaker 
Alex Gibney tells the story of scapegoating through the eyes of former Cubs � rst 
baseman Bill Buckner and the lonesome heart of Cubs fan Steve Bartman. 

Charismatic, 60 mins (Horse Racing)

In June of 1999, an unlikely chestnut colt named Charismatic, with jockey Chris 
Antley aboard, headed down the stretch at the Belmont Stakes, just seconds away 
from becoming the � rst Triple Crown winner in nearly 21 years. Together, they 
became the biggest long shots in 59 years to win the Kentucky Derby, before 
tragedy struck.

The Dotted Line, 60 mins (Various)

The Dotted Line is an in-depth look at what it takes to be a big-time agent 
in the � ercely competitive world of major league sports. Agents Peter 
Greenberg and Eugene Lee are pro� led along with their clients New York 
Mets’ pitcher Johan Santana and NFL hopefuls Jacquian Williams and 
Robert Hughes.

The Real Rocky, 60 mins (Boxing)

Chuck Wepner is a former New Jersey State Heavyweight Boxing Champion 
who took abuse from Sonny Liston, got his nose broken by Muhammad Ali, and 
inspired Sylvester Stallone to write “Rocky” .  Wepner was left out of the “Rocky” 
glory but was keen to stay in the spotlight. This � lm explores the strange turns his 
career took as he clung on to boxing glory. 

Renée, 60 mins (Tennis)

The � lm tells the story of Renée Richard’s battle to enter the 1977 U.S. Open 
as the � rst transgender tennis player. Simultaneously, it follows her today as 
she struggles to cope with a life of personal con� ict. Through interviews with 
tennis legends, family, friends and experts from the transgender � eld; a story of 
perseverance, breakthrough and hardship unfolds.

The Marinovich Project, 60 mins (American Football)

Twenty years ago, he was guaranteed to be one of the greatest quarterbacks ever 
to play the game of football. Engineered to be. He was drafted ahead of Brett 
Favre. Today he’s a recovering junkie. Scenes from the chaotic life of a boy never 
designed to be a man.

Unguarded, 60 mins (Basketball)

Chris Herren, Fall River, Massachusetts’ high school basketball superstar, played 
for Boston University, for Jerry Tarkanian’s Fresno State team, bounced around the 
NBA and around the world.  Chris failed drug tests wherever he played.  Chris has 
found redemption and personal ful� llment through the game, but only after it led 
him down a path of alcohol and drug addiction that nearly killed him.

Roll Tide/War Eagle, 60 mins (American Football)

With two Heismans, two championships and one crazed fan, the biggest rivalry 
in sports, Auburn vs. Alabama has been taken to new heights. This � lm tells 
the history between the two programs, and how this intense rivalry came to a 
pinnacle, just when they ended up needing each other most.

9.79, 90 mins (Athletics)

The 100-meter men’s � nal at the 1988 Seoul Games was the fastest and perhaps 
most thrilling sprint in Olympic history. But within 48 hours, gold medalist Ben 
Johnson had tested positive for anabolic steroids, and scandal reigned. This one 
race still haunts the eight men who took part. But what brought them to the 
starting line? And what happened to them since?

Benji, 90 mins (Basketball)

In 1984, 17-year-old Ben Wilson was a symbol of everything 
promising about Chicago: a beloved, sweet-natured youngster 
from the city’s fabled South Side, and America’s most talented 
basketball prospect.  His senseless murder the day before his 
senior season sent ripples through Chicago and the nation.

Broke, 90 mins (Various)

Broke explores the road to fortune in American sports and eventually, the many 
detours to bankruptcy. Bernie Kosar, Andre Rison and Cli�  Floyd are among the 
athletes who talk openly about the challenges of managing their money. A story 
of the dark side of success, Broke is an allegory for the � nancial woes haunting 
economies and individuals all over the world.

Ghosts of Ole Miss, 60 mins (American Football)

In 1962, the University of Mississippi campus erupted in violence over integration 
and swelled with pride over an unbeaten football team. Mississippi native Wright 
Thompson explores the tumultuous events that continue to shape the state 50 
years later.

There’s No Place Like Home, 70 mins (Basketball)

On December 10, 2010, Sotheby’s auctioned o�  the most important historical 
document in sports history—James Naismith’s original rules of basketball. There’s 
No Place Like Home is the story of one fan’s obsessive quest to win this seminal 
American artifact at auction and bring the rules “home” to Lawrence, Kansas, 
where Naismith coached and taught for more than 40 years.

You Don’t Know Bo, 120 mins (American Football)

Bo Jackson hit 500 ft. home runs, ran over linebackers, and—for a small window—
he was the best athlete we had ever seen. You Don’t Know Bo is a close look at the 
man and marketing campaign that shaped his legacy. Even without winning a 
Super Bowl or World Series, Bo rede� ned the role of the athlete in the pop cultural 
conversation. More than 20 years later, myths and legend.

Elway to Marino, 90 mins 

(American Football)

In the spring of 1983, the NFL may have 
been at its weakest point. The previous 
season had been marred by a players 
strike, the upstart USFL was poaching 
star players and Al Davis was 
successfully suing the league. But the momentum began to change on the day 
of the NFL Draft, when a new generation of superstars were poised to enter 
the league. “Elway to Marino” explores this landmark draft through the eyes of 
the players, head coaches, general managers, team owners and agents who 
participated. 
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Survive and Advance, 120 mins (Basketball)

In 1983, the NC State Wolfpack, coached by Jim Valvano, stayed alive in the post-
season through a series of nine overtime and one point games. The unlikely squad 
made it to the national championship game against #1 Houston, a team featuring 
future NBA Top 50 all-time players Akeem Olajuwon and Clyde Drexler. NC State 
was one of the biggest underdogs ever in the � nal game, one that went down 
as possibly the best college basketball game in history—ending with one of the 
most well-known plays of all time.

Hawaiian: The Legend of Eddie Aikau, 90 mins (Sur� ng)

This � lm chronicles the remarkable life and power of Eddie Aikau, the legendary 
Hawaiian big wave surfer, pioneering lifeguard and ultimately doomed crew 
member of the Polynesian voyaging canoe Hokule’a.  With a rich combination of 
archival imagery, contemporary interviews and meticulously researched historical 
source material, this � lm is a compelling exploration of the tragic decline and 
extraordinary re-birth of the Hawaiian culture as personi� ed by a native son 
whose dynamic life and heroic death served as inspiration to an entire spiritual 
movement.

Free Spirits, 60 mins (Basketball)

When the NBA merged with the American Basketball Association in 1976, four 
ABA franchises joined the more established league - the Nets, Nuggets, Pacers 
and Spurs. But one of those found a di� erent way to secure its future. Free Spirits 
tells the colorful story of the Spirits of St. Louis - an entertaining and at times 
controversial team featuring stars like Marvin “Bad News” Barnes and James “Fly” 
Williams. The Spirits managed to pull o�  a stunning Playo�  upset of the defending 
champions in their � rst season.

No Mas, 60 mins (Boxing)

In the midst of boxing’s contemporary golden age - the 1980’s - stood two � ghters 
who established a captivating rivalry. Their pair of bouts within a span of just over 
5 months in 1980 had all the trappings of instant classics. Sugar Ray Leonard, an 
American hero, who had become a household name after a Gold Medal-winning 
performance at the 1976 Summer Olympics, versus the Latino champion, Roberto 
Duran, the toughest - some said meanest - � ghter of all time. No Mas unveils 
for the � rst time what really happened, going behind the scenes of these two 
showdowns with the help of boxing experts, family members and the � ghters 
themselves.

Big Shot, 90 mins (Hockey)

In 1996, the once-dominant New York Islanders were in serious trouble. Lousy 
performance and poor management were driving away the hockey franchise’s 
loyal fan base. Then along came Dallas businessman John Spano, who swooped 
in and agreed to buy the team for 165 million dollars. Things began to look 
up for the Islanders. But it was all smoke and mirrors. Big Shot goes inside an 
extraordinary scandal that engulfed the Islanders. Featuring the only interview 
Spano has ever given about the Islanders deal, this � lm is an unforgettable tale of 
a dream that became a lie - and how a scam of such epic proportions initially went 
undetected.

This is What They Want, 60 mins 

(Tennis)

When Jimmy Connors arrived in 
New York for the 1991 U.S. Open, the 
one-time tennis superstar was 8 years 
removed from his last Grand Slam 
singles title, ranked 174th in the world 
and approaching his 39th birthday. But on the verge of a quick � rst-round exit, 
Connors suddenly and unexpectedly re-captured the magic, embarking on a 
stirring and extraordinary run than included an epic contest with Aaron Krickstein 
on his way to the semi� nals. This is What They Want illuminates this highly 
improbable march past a series of talented and youthful adversaries.

Bernie & Ernie, 60 mins (Basketball)

When basketball fans mention Bernard King, we conjure the same image - proli� c 
scorer, � erce competitor and NBA legend. But few among us are aware of what 
made King the man he is today. One of those who has known him best through 
the years is college and pro teammate Ernie Grunfeld. “Bernie and Ernie” is the 
story of two men who had vastly di� erent backgrounds and experiences and 
seemingly shared nothing in common except the game of basketball, yet forged a 
close friendship that has lasted four decades.

Youngstown Boys, 90 mins (College Sports)

“Youngstown Boys” is a feature documentary exploring class and power dynamics 
in college sports through the parallel, interconnected journeys of one-time 
dynamic running back Maurice Clarett and former elite head coach Jim Tressel. 
Clarett was banished from college football and began a downward spiral that 
ended with a prison term. Tressel continued at Ohio State for another eight 
years before his career there also ended in scandal.  Now, both are attempting to 
reinvent themselves and resurrect their lives.

The Price of Gold, 90 mins (Figure Skating)

American hopes for a gold medal in women’s � gure skating at the 1994 Winter 
Games rested on two very di� erent but equally fascinating personalities: Nancy 
Kerrigan, the elegant brunette from Massachusetts, and Tonya Harding, the � ery 
blonde from Oregon. On January 6, 1994, after a practice session at the U.S. Figure 
Skating Championships, Kerrigan was clubbed on the right knee by an unknown 
assailant. Now, two decades later, Tonya and Nancy takes a fresh look through 
revealing new interviews with the Harding and Kerrigan camps.

Requiem for the Big East, 120 mins (Basketball)

The Rise and Fall of the Big East chronicles the meteoric ascension of the Big 
East conference, and how in less than a decade, it became the most successful 
college basketball league in America. Told through the lens of the Big East’s famed 
coaches and its most iconic players, the � lm tells the story of an eccentric group 
of outsiders who rode the success of their teams on the court to become unlikely 
celebrities in their sport and beyond it.

Bad Boys, 120 mins (Basketball)

Few teams in professional sports history elicit such a wide range of emotions as 
the Detroit Pistons of the late 1980s and early 90s. For some, the team was heroic, 
for others, the willingness to do seemingly anything to win made them the “Bad 
Boys”. Sandwiched between the Lakers’ and Celtics’ dominance of the 1980s 
and the Bulls’ run in the 1990s, the Pistons’ two titles in 1989 and ’90 are often 
viewed as a transitional period in NBA history. But for anyone who experienced 

the Bad Boys in action, they more 
than carved out their own identity 
and now, viewers will � nally get the 
untold story behind one of the most 
unique NBA championship teams in 
history.
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